
Geometri Methods in the Analysis ofGlivenko-Cantelli ClassesShahar MendelsonComputer Sienes Laboratory, RSISE, The Australian National University,Canberra 0200, Australiashahar�sl.anu.edu.auAbstrat. We use geometri methods to investigate several fundamen-tal problems in mahine learning. We present a new bound on the Lpovering numbers of Glivenko-Cantelli lasses for 1 � p <1 in terms ofthe fat-shattering dimension of the lass, whih does not depend on thesize of the sample. Using the new bound, we improve the known sam-ple omplexity estimates and bound the size of the SuÆient Statistisneeded for Glivenko-Cantelli lasses.1 IntrodutionEstimating the overing numbers of a lass of funtions has always been impor-tant in the ontext of Learning Theory. This is due to the fat that almost allthe sample omplexity estimates and the haraterization of Glivenko-Cantellilasses are based on the growth rate of the overing numbers as a funtion of thesize of the sample. In fat, the strength of the ombinatorial learning parameters(the VC dimension and the fat-shattering dimension) is that they enable one tobound the overing numbers of the lass ([3, 17℄), usually with respet to theempirial L1 norms.Let n be an integer and set Sn to be a sample whih onsists of at most npoints. Sauer's lemma for VC lasses and its real valued ounterpart for lasseswith a �nite fat-shattering dimension [3℄ provide a bound on the overing num-bers of the set F=Sn = ��f(!1); :::; f(!n)���f 2 F; !i 2 Sn	 with respet to theL1 norm. These bounds imply that as the size of the sample is inreased, theL1 overing numbers inrease by a logarithmi fator in n.For VC lasses, it is possible to estimate the overing numbers with respetto other Lp norms and probability measures whih are not neessarily supportedon a �nite set [18℄. In partiular, for 1 � p < 1 the overing numbers of F=Snare uniformly bounded as a funtion of n. In the real valued ase some progresswas made, but only for empirial L1 norms; in [4℄ it was shown that if F has a�nite fat-shattering dimension then for every empirial measure �n its L1(�n)overing numbers are linear in the fat-shattering dimension (up to a logarithmifator). In this artile we prove similar bounds for 1 < p <1 and present severalappliations of the estimates. The most important appliation is an estimate onthe so-alled `-norm of the sets F=Sn (de�ned below) when viewed as subsets



of L2. The �rst appliation of the `-norm estimates is a signi�ant improvementin the known sample omplexity estimates for Glivenko-Cantelli lasses. Theseond appliation is a new bound on size of the SuÆient Statistis of Glivenko-Cantelli lasses, whih is the number of linear ombinations of point evaluationfuntionals needed to identify a member of the given lass.We end this introdution with some de�nitions, notation and basi resultswe require in the sequel.Reall that a lass of funtions is a Glivenko-Cantelli (GC) lass if it satis�esthe uniform law of large numbers. Formally, if F is a lass of funtions on ameasurable set (
;�), it is a GC lass if for every " > 0,limn!1 sup� �( supm�n supf2F ����� 1m mXi=1 f(Xi)� E�f ����� � ") = 0 ; (1)where the supremum is taken with respet to all probability measures �, (Xi)1i=1are independently sampled aording to � and E� is the expetation with respetto �.We investigate the GC sample omplexity of the lass F whih is a quanti�edversion of (1); F is a GC lass if and only if for every " > 0 and 0 < Æ < 1,there exists some integer n0, suh that for every probability measure � and everyn � n0, �(supf2F ����� 1n nXi=1 f(Xi)� E�f ����� � ") � Æ : (2)For every " > 0 and 0 � Æ < 1, the smallest possible integer n0 suh that (2) issatis�ed is alled the Glivenko-Cantelli sample omplexity assoiated with thepair "; Æ. If H is a lass of funtions on 
, g : 
 ! [0; 1℄ and 1 � q < 1, letfjh� gjq jh 2 Hg be the q-loss lass given by H, g and q. The sample omplexitythe q-loss lass is denoted by Sq("; Æ; g;H).If (X; d) is a metri spae and if F � X , the "-overing number of F , denotedbyN("; F; d), is the minimal number of open balls with radius " > 0 (with respetto the metri d) needed to over F . A set A � X is said to be an "-over of F ifthe union of open balls Sa2AB(a; ") ontains F , where B(a; ") is the open ballof radius " entered at a.A set is alled "-separated if the distane between any two elements of theset is larger than ". Set D("; F ) to be the maximal ardinality of an "-separatedset in F . D("; F ) are alled the paking numbers of F (with respet to the �xedmetri d). It is easy to see that for every " > 0, N("; F ) � D("; F ) � N("=2; F ).Given a Banah spae X , denote its unit ball by B(X). For any probabilitymeasure � on the measurable spae (
;�), let E� be the expetation withrespet to �. Lp(�) is the set of funtions whih satisfy E� jf jp < 1 and setkfkLp(�) = (E� jf jp)1=p. L1(
) is the spae of bounded funtions on 
 withrespet to the norm kfk1 = sup!2
 jf(!)j. For every ! 2 
, let Æ! be thepoint evaluation funtional, i.e., for every funtion f on 
, Æ!(f) = f(!). Wedenote by �n an empirial measure supported on a set of n points, hene, �n =1nPni=1 Æ!i . Given a set A, let jAj be its ardinality, set �A to be its harateristi



funtion and denote by A the omplement of A. Finally, all absolute onstantsare assumed to be positive and are denoted by C or . Their values may hangefrom line to line or even within the same line.The �rst ombinatorial parameter used in learning theory was introdued byVapnik and Chervonenkis for lasses of f0; 1g-valued funtions [17℄. Later, thisparameter was generalized in various fashions. The parameter whih we fouson is the fat shattering dimension.De�nition 1. For every " > 0, a set A = f!1; :::; !ng � 
 is said to be "{shattered by F if there is some funtion s : A ! R, suh that for every I �f1; :::; ng there is some fI 2 F for whih fI(!i) � s(!i) + " if i 2 I, andfI(!i) � s(!i)� " if i 62 I. Letfat"(F ) = supnjAj ���A � 
; A is "�shattered by Fo :fI is alled the shattering funtion of the set I and the set �s(!i)j!i 2 A	 isalled a witness to the "-shattering.The following result, due to Alon, Ben-David, Cesa-Bianhi and Haussler [3℄,enables one to estimate the L1(�n) overing numbers of lasses in terms of thefat shattering dimension.Theorem 1. Let F be a lass of funtions from 
 into [0; 1℄ and set d =fat"=4(F ). Then, for every empirial measure �n on 
,D�"; F; L1(�n)� � 2�4n"2 �d log �en=(d")� :In partiular, the same estimate holds in Lp(�n) for any 1 � p <1.Although logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� is \almost linear" in fat"(F ), this estimate is notdimension free, sine it arries a fator of log2 n.Let `n2 be a real n-dimensional inner produt spae, and denote the innerprodut by 
 ; �. Given a set F , the symmetri onvex hull of F is absonv(F ) =fPni=1 aifijn 2 N; fi 2 F;Pni=1 jaij = 1g. The onvex hull of F is onv(F ) =fPni=1 aifijn 2 N; fi 2 F; ai � 0; Pni=1 ai = 1g.If F is a lass and �n is an empirial measure, we endow Rn with the Eu-lidean struture of L2(�n), whih is isometri to `n2 . If �n is the empirial mea-sure supported on f!1; :::; !ng, let F=�n = nPni=1 f(!i)�f!igjf 2 Fo � L2(�n).Throughout this artile we make extensive use of probabilisti averaging teh-niques. To that end, we de�ne the Gaussian averages of F=�n.De�nition 2. Let F be a lass of funtions on 
. Let f!1; :::; !ng � 
 be a�xed sample and let �n be the empirial measure supported on the sample. Set`(F=�n) = 1pnE supf2F ����� nXi=1 gif(!i)����� ;where (gi)ni=1 are independent standard Gaussian random variables.



First, note that `�absonv(F )=�n� = `(F=�n). Muh less obvious and onsid-erably more important is the following result, whih provides an upper boundon `(F=�n) in terms of the overing numbers of F in L2(�n). This bound wasdemonstrated by Dudley [6℄Theorem 2. There is an absolute onstant C suh that for every integer n andevery F � L2(�n),`(F=�n) � C Z 10 log 12 �N("; F=�n; L2(�n)�d" :In a similar fashion, it is possible to de�ne the Rademaher averages assoiatedwith a lass F and a sample f!1; :::; !ng.De�nition 3. Let F be a lass of funtions on 
. Let f!1; :::; !ng � 
 be a�xed sample and let �n be the empirial measure supported on the sample. SetR(F=�n) = 1pnE supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(!i)����� ;where ("i)ni=1 are independent Rademaher (i.e. symmetri f�1; 1g-valued) ran-dom variables.Remark 1. It is possible to show [16℄ that there is an absolute onstant C suhthat for every lass F , every integer n and every sample f!1; :::; !ng, R(F=�n) �C`(F=�n).2 The Covering Theorem and its AppliationsThe main result presented in this setion is an estimate on the overing numbersof a lass, when onsidered as a subset of Lp(�n), for an empirial measure �n.The estimate is expressed in terms of the fat shattering dimension of the lass.Controlling the overing numbers is important in this ase, sine this quantityappears in most deviation results used for sample omplexity estimates. Wepresent a bound whih is dimension free (i.e., does not depend on the ardinalityof the set on whih the measure is supported) and is \almost" linear in fat"(F ).Thus far, the only way to obtain suh a result in every Lp spae was throughthe L1 estimates (Theorem 1). Unfortunately, those estimates arry a fatorof log2 jI j, where I is the set on whih the measure is supported. Hene, theestimate is not dimension free.The proof is based on a idea whih is due to Pajor [12℄ and is divided totwo steps. We begin by showing that if �n is supported on f!1; :::; !ng and ifa set F � B�L1(
)� is \well separated" in L2(�n), there is a \small" subsetI � f!1; :::; !ng suh that F is \well separated" in L1(I). The next step in theproof is to apply the bound on the paking numbers of F in L1(I) in terms ofthe fat shattering dimension of F . Our result is stronger than Pajor's beausewe use a sharper upper bound on the paking numbers.



Lemma 1. Let F � B�L1(
)� and suppose that �n is the empirial measuresupported on A = f!1; :::; !ng. Fix " > 0 and p � 1, set dp = D�"; F; Lp(�n)�and assume that dp > 1. Then, there is a onstant p, whih depends only onp, and a subset I � A, suh that jI j � p"�plog dp, and logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� �logD�"=2; F; L1(I)�.Proof. Fix any integer n and p � 1 and let ff1; :::; fdpg � F be "-separated inLp(�n). Hene, for every i 6= j, "p < n�1Pnk=1 jfi(!k)� fj(!k)jp. Let L(i; j) bethe set of indies on whih jfi(!k)� fj(!k)j � "=2. Note that for every i 6= j,n"p � nXk=1 jfi(!k)� fj(!k)jp= Xk2L(i;j) jfi(!k)� fj(!k)jp + Xk2L(i;j) jfi(!k)� fj(!k)jp� jL(i; j)j�"2�p + 2p(n� jL(i; j)j) :Thus, jL(i; j)j � �1� �2p � 14p �"p�n :Let (Xi)1�i�t be t independent random variables, uniformly distributed onf1; :::; ng. Clearly, for every pair i < j, the probability that for every 1 � k � t,Xk 2 L(i; j) is smaller than �1 � � 2p�14p �"p�t. Therefore, the probability thatthere is a pair i < j suh that for every 1 � k � t, Xk 2 L(i; j), is smaller thandp(dp � 1)2 �1� �2p � 14p �"p�t=: � :If � < 1, there is a set I � f!1; :::; !ng suh that jI j � t and for every i 6= j,kfi � fjkL1(I) � "=2, as laimed. Thus, all it requires is that t � p"�plog dpwhere p is a onstant whih depends only on p.Theorem 3. If F � B�L1(
)�, then for every p � 1 there is some onstantp whih depends only on p, suh that for every empirial measure �n and every" > 0, logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� � pfat "8 (F ) log2 �2fat "8 (F )" � :Proof. Fix " > 0. By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 there is a subset I � f!1; :::; !ngsuh that jI j � p logD�"; F; Lp(�n)�"p ;and logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� � logD�"2 ; F; L1(I)� �� pfat "8 (F ) log2�2 logD�"; F; Lp(�n)�"p � :



Therefore, logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� � pfat "8 (F ) log2 �2fat "8 (F )" � :as laimed.Note that the estimate we presented is optimal up to a logarithmi fator. Thisfollows from the next general lower bound (see [2℄ for further details).Theorem 4. Let F be a lass of funtions. Then, for any " > 0, every integern � fat16"(F ) and any 1 � p <1,sup�n N�"; F; Lp(�n)� � efat16"(F )=8 :Corollary 1. Let F � B�L1(
)�. Then, for every " > 0 and 1 � p <1,fat16"(F )8 � supn sup�n logN�"; F; Lp(�n)� � pfat "4 (F ) log2 �2fat "4 (F )" � ;where p is a onstant whih depends only on p.The behaviour of the supremum of the log-overing numbers plays an importantpart in the analysis of empirial proesses. For example, Pollard's entropy ondi-tion, whih is a ondition suÆient to ensure that a lass satis�es the UniversalCentral Limit Theorem, is given in terms of the integral of this supremum [18℄.3 `-Norm EstimatesThe `-norm of subsets of L2(�n) spaes play an important part in our disussion.We will show that they may be used to estimate the number of SuÆient Statis-tis needed for a given lass. Moreover, bounding the `-norm yields a bound onthe Rademaher averages assoiated with the lass, whih plays a major role inthe analysis of the sample omplexity of Glivenko-Cantelli lasses.We begin with the following lemma, whih is based on the proof of the upperbound in Theorem 2 (see [14℄).Lemma 2. Let �n be an empirial measure on 
, put F � B�L1(
)� and set("k)1k=0 to be a monotone sequene dereasing to 0 suh that "0 = 1. Then, thereis an absolute onstant C suh that for every integer N ,`(F=�n) � C NXk=1 "k�1 log 12 N�"k; F; L2(�n)�+ 2"Nn 12 :In partiular,`(F=�n) � C NXk=1 "k�1fat 12"k8 (F ) log�2fat "k8 (F )" �+ 2"Nn 12 : (3)



The latter part of Lemma 2 follows from its �rst part and Theorem 3. Beforepresenting the proof of Lemma 2, we require the following lemma, whih is basedon the lassial inequality due to Slepian [14℄.Lemma 3. Let (Zi)Ni=1 be Gaussian random variables (i.e., Zi = Pmj=1 ajgjwhere (gi) are independent standard Gaussian random variables). Then, there issome absolute onstant C suh that E supi Zi � C supi;j kZi � Zjk2 log 12 N .Proof (of Lemma 2). We may assume that F is symmetri and ontains 0. Theproof in the non-symmetri ase follows the same path. Let �n be an empirialmeasure supported on f!1; :::!ng. For every f 2 F , let Zf = n�1=2Pni=1 gif(!i),where (gi)ni=1 are independent standard Gaussian random variables on the prob-ability spae (Y; P ). Set ZF = fZf jf 2 Fg and note that sine V : L2(�n) !L2(Y; P ) is an isometry for whih V (F=�n) = ZF thenN�"; F=�n; L2(�n)� = N�";ZF ; L2(P )� :Let ("k)1k=0 be a monotone sequene dereasing to 0 suh that "0 = 1, and setHk � ZF to be a 2"k over of ZF . Thus, for every k 2 Z and every Zf 2 ZFthere is some Zkf 2 Hk suh that Zf � Zkf 2 � 2"k, and we selet Z0f = 0.Writing Zf =PNk=1(Zkf � Zk�1f ) + Zf � ZNf it follows thatE supf2F Zf � NXk=1 E supf2F (Zkf � Zk�1f ) + E supf2F (Zf � ZNf ) :By the de�nition of Zkf and Lemma 3, there is an absolute onstant C for whihE supf2F (Zkf � Zk�1f ) �E sup�Zi � Zj jZi 2 Hk; Zj 2 Hk�1; kZi � Zjk2 � 4"k�1	�C supi;j kZi � Zjk2 log 12 jHkj jHk�1j�C"k�1 log 12 N�"k; F; L2(�n)� :Sine ZNf 2 ZF , there is some f 0 2 F suh that ZNf = Zf 0 . Hene, nXi=1�f(!i)� f 0(!i)pn �2! 12 = kZf � Zf 0k2 � 2"N ;whih implies that for every f 2 F and every y 2 Y ,��Zf (y)� ZNf (y)�� � nXi=1 ����f(!i)� f 0(!i)pn gi(y)���� � 2"N� nXi=1 g2i (y)� 12 :Therefore, E supf2F Zf � ZNf � "NE�Pni=1 g2i � 12 = 2"Npn, and the laim fol-lows.



Using this result it is possible to estimate the `-norm of lasses with a polynomialfat-shattering dimension.Theorem 5. Let F � B�L1(
)� and assume that there is some  > 1 suhthat for any " > 0, fat"(F ) � "�p. Then, there are absolute onstants Cp, whihdepends only on p, suh that for any empirial measure �n,`(F=�n) � 8><>:Cp 12 log  if 0 < p < 2C2( 12 log ) log2 n if p = 2Cp( 12 log )n 12� 1p if p > 2 :Proof. Let �n be an empirial measure on 
. If p < 2 then by Theorem 3,Z 10 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d" � Cp 12 log  ;and the bound on the `-norm follows from the upper bound in Theorem 2.Assume that p � 2 and, using the notation of Lemma 2, selet "k = 2�k andN = p�1 logn. By (3),`(F=�n) � Cp( 12 log ) NXi=1 "1�p2k log 2"k + 2"Nn 12� Cp( 12 log ) NXi=1 k2k( p2�1) + 2n 12� 1p :If p = 2, the geometri sum is bounded byCp( 12 log )N2 � Cp( 12 log ) log2 n ;whereas is p > 2 it is bounded by Cp( 12 log )n 12� 1p .4 Complexity EstimatesNext, we investigate the sample omplexity of Glivenko-Cantelli lasses. Theterm \sample omplexity" is often used in a slightly di�erent way than the onewe use in this artile. Normally, when one talks about the sample omplexityof a learning problem the meaning is the following: given a lass H and some1 � q < 1, let `hq (x; y) = jh(x) � yjq and set Y to be a bounded subset of R.A learning rule is a mapping whih assigns to eah sample of arbitrary lengthzn = (xi; yi)ni=1, some Azn 2 H. Given a lass H and Y � R, let the learningsample omplexity be the smallest integer n0 suh that for every n � n0, thefollowing holds: there exists a learning rule A suh that for every probabilitymeasure P on 
 �Y ,P(E jAZn � Y jq � infh2H E`hq (X;Y ) + ") < Æ ;



where Zn is the sample (Xi; Yi)ni=1 seleted aording to P . We denote thelearning sample omplexity assoiated with the range Y and the lass H byCq("; Æ;Y ;H).It is possible to show [2℄ that if Y � [�M;M ℄ thenCq("; Æ;Y ;H) � supkgk1�M Sq("; Æ; g;H) :Hene, the GC sample omplexity may be used to establish upper bounds onthe sample omplexity of learning problems.We introdue a new parameter and show that it governs the GC sampleomplexity. This parameter is determined by the growth rate of the Rademaheraverages assoiated with the lass (see further details below), hene, by Theorem2 and the fat that the Rademaher averages may be bounded using the `-norm,it is possible to estimate the new parameter in terms of the overing numbers ofthe lass.4.1 Averaging TehniquesLet us start with a modi�ed de�nition of the Rademaher averages assoiatedwith the lass:De�nition 4. Let F be a lass of funtions on 
 and let � be a probabilitymeasure. SetRn(F ) = sup(!i)ni=1 1pnE" supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(!i)����� ; �Rn;� = 1pnE�E" supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(Xi)����� ;where ("i)ni=1 are independent Rademaher random variables, � is a probabilitymeasure and (Xi)ni=1 are independent, distributed aording to �.Note that Rn(F ) = sup�n R(F=�n). Also, the relations between Rn and �Rn;�are analogous to those between the VC dimension and the VC entropy; Rn isa \worst ase" parameter, while �Rn;� is an averaged version whih takes intoaount the partiular measure aording to whih one is sampling.Rademaher averages appear naturally in the analysis of GC lasses. Usually,the �rst step in estimating the deviation of the empirial means from the atualmean is to apply a symmetrization method [7℄:Pr(supf2F��� 1n nXi=1 f(Xi)� Ef ��� � ") � 4Pr(supf2F��� nXi=1 "if(Xi)��� � n"4 ) = (�) :The parameter we wish to introdue measures the growth rate of the Rademaheraverages as a funtion of the size of the sample. We show that it may be usedinstead of the usual ombinatorial parameters, e.g, the fat-shattering dimension,to obtain deviation estimates.



De�nition 5. Let F � B�L1(
)�. For every " > 0, letrav"(F ) = sup�n 2 NjRn (F ) � "pn	 :To see the onnetion between fat"(F ) and rav"(F ), assume that f!1; :::; !ngis "-shattered. Let ("1; :::; "n) 2 f�1; 1gn and set I = fij"i = 1g. For everyJ � f!1; :::; !ng, let fJ be the funtion shattering J . Then, by the triangleinequality and seleting f = fI , f 0 = fI , it follows that1pn supf2F ����� nXi=1 "if(!i)����� � 12pn supf;f 02F ����� nXi=1 "i�f(!i)� f 0(!i)������� 12pn ����� nXi=1 "i�fI(!i)� fI(!i)������ � pn" :Thus, if f!1; :::; !ng is "-shattered, then for every realization of the Rademaherrandom variables, n�1=2 supf2F jPni=1 "if(!i)j � pn", while rav"(F ) is deter-mined by averaging suh realizations. Hene, rav"(F ) � fat"(F ). It turn out thatit is possible to �nd a general lower bound on rav"(F ) in terms of fat"(F ) (see[10℄).The appeal in using the Rademaher averages instead of the fat-shatteringdimension or other learning parameters is that the Rademaher averages remainunhanged if one takes the onvex hull of the lass, whereas fat"(F ) or theovering numbers may hange dramatially by taking the onvex hull. We shalluse this property of the Rademaher averages to show that when assessing theGC sample omplexity, there is no omputational prie to pay for taking theonvex hull of the lass.Our �rst goal is to estimate the Rademaher averages of a loss lass in termsof the Rademaher averages of the original lass. The proof of the following laimis standard and is omitted.Theorem 6. Let F be a lass of funtions on 
. Then,1. Rn�absonv(F )� = Rn(F ).2. If � is a Lipshitz funtion suh that �(0) = 0 and L� is its Lipshitzonstant, then Rn��(F )� � 2L�Rn(F ).3. For any uniformly bounded funtion g let F + g = ff + gjf 2 Fg. There isan absolute onstant C suh that Rn(F + g) � Rn(F ) + C kgk1.From Theorem 6 we an derive the next orollary:Corollary 2. Let H � B�L1(
)� and g 2 B�L1(
)�. If Fq is the q-lossfuntion assoiated with the target g and onv(H), (i.e., eah f 2 Fq is given byf = jh� gjq, where h 2 onv(H)) then there is an absolute onstant C suh thatRn(Fq) � Cq�1 +Rn(H)� :



4.2 The Diret ApproahThe �rst example of the diret approah we use to bound the rav, is for lasses oflinear funtionals. This example is interesting in the ontext of Mahine Learningsine linear funtionals are at the heart of the theory of Kernel Mahines.Reall that a Banah spae has type p if there is a onstant C suh that forevery integer n and every x1; :::; xn 2 X ,E"  nXi=1 "ixi � C� nXi=1 kxikp� 1p ; (4)where, as always, ("i)ni=1 are independent symmetri f�1; 1g-valued random vari-ables. The smallest onstant for whih (4) holds is alled the p type onstant ofX and is denoted by Tp(X). Clearly, every Banah spae has type p = 1, and itis possible to show that X an not have type p for p > 2. For example, Hilbertspaes have type 2 and T2 = 1. For further details about the type of Banahspaes we refer the reader to [9, 13℄.Let X be a Banah spae whih has a nontrivial type 1 < p � 2 with atype onstant Tp(X). Let H � B(X�) when onsidered as a lass of funtionson B(X). If x1; :::; xn 2 B(X) thenE" suph2H ����� nXi=1 "ih(xi)����� � E" supx�2B(X�) ����� nXi=1 "ix�(xi)����� = E"  nXi=1 "ixi� Tp(X)� nXi=1 kxikp� 1p :Sine kxik � 1, Rn(H) � Tp(X)n 1p� 12 . Therefore, it follows that if kgk1 � 1and if Fq is the q-loss assoiated with absonv(H) and a target g thenrav"(Fq) � C�qTp(X)� pp�1�1"� pp�1 :The seond example we present (whih is very lose in its nature to the �rst one)is that of Sobolev spaes.Given a set 
 � Rd , let W k;2(
) be the spae of all the funtions for whihall the weak derivatives up to order k exist and belong to L2(
).De�ne kfkWk;2(
) = Pj�j�k kD�fkL2(
) and set X = W k;20 (
) to be thelosure (with respet to the k kWk;2(
) norm) of the set of funtions whih vanishon the boundary of 
 and are ontinuously di�erentiable k times (see [1℄ for moredetails on Sobolev spae).It is possible to show that X is a Hilbert spae, and therefore it has type 2with T2(X) = 1. Moreover, if k > d=2 then X is ompatly embedded in thespae of ontinuous funtions on 
. Hene, there is some M > 0 whih dependson 
 suh that for every ! 2 
, kÆ!kX� �M . Sine X is a Hilbert spae, eahbounded linear funtional is represented by an element of X , also denoted byÆ!, whih has the same norm as the funtional.



Note that if H is a subset of unit ball of X then Rn(H) � M . Indeed, forany sample f!1; :::; !ng,1pnE" suph2H nXi=1 "ih(!i) = 1pnE" suph2H nXi=1 "i
h; Æ!i� = 1pnE" suph2H
 nXi=1 "iÆ!i ; h�(5)� 1pnE"  nXi=1 "iÆ!iX � 1pn� nXi=1 kÆ!ik2X� 12 �M :In partiular, rav"(Fq) � Cq2(1 +M)2"2 :Remark 2. Using a similar method one an estimate Rn of bounded subsets inthe more general Sobolev spaes W k;p0 (
).4.3 Estimating rav Using Covering NumbersWe now present bounds on rav whih are demonstrated via an indiret route,using the estimate on the `-norm.Reall that there is an absolute onstant C suh that for every F and ev-ery empirial measure �n supported on the sample f!1; :::; !ng, Rn(F=�n) �C`(F=�n). Combining this fat with the `-norm estimate in Theorem 5, one anprove the following result on rav"(H) when fat"(H) is polynomial in "�1.Theorem 7. Let H � B�L1(
)� and assume that fat"(H) � "�p for some > 1 and every " > 0. Then, there are onstants Cp whih depend only on p,suh that for every " > 0,rav"(H) � Cp8><>:( log2 )"�2 if 0 < p < 2"�2 log4 "�1 if p = 2( p2 logp )"�p if p > 2 : (6)4.4 GC Sample ComplexityHere, we present the GC sample omplexity estimates in terms of rav"(F ). Weuse a onentration result whih yields an estimate on the deviation of the em-pirial means from the atual mean in terms of the Rademaher averages. Weshow that rav"(F ) measures the sample omplexity of the lass F .Reall the following onentration result, whih is due to Talagrand [15℄:Theorem 8. There are two absolute onstants K and a � 1 with the followingproperty: onsider a lass of funtions F whose range is a subset of [0; 1℄, suhthat supf2F E(f � Ef)2 � a. If � is any probability measure on 
 andpn � K �Rn;�; M � K �Rn;�



then Pr(supf2F jE�n f � E�f j �Mn� 12)� Kexp(�11M) :Assume that members of H and g map 
 into [0; 1℄, and �x some 1 � q < 1.Clearly, F � Fq is also a lass of funtion whose range is a subset of [0; 1℄. Let a beas in Theorem 8, put F a = fpaf jf 2 Fg and note that supf2Fa E(f �Ef)2 � a.Lemma 4. Let F and F a be as in the above paragraph. There is an absoluteonstant C suh that if " > 0 and n satisfy thatn 12 � KCa� 12 "�1q� �Rn;�(H) + 1� ; (7)then Pr(supf2F jE�n f � E�f j � ")� Kexp��11an"2� :Proof. Clearly,Pr(supf2F jE�n f � E�f j � ")= Pr( supf2Fa jE�n f � E�f j � pa"2 ) :Let M = a1=2n1=2". Sine a; " � 1, then if n satis�es (7) both onditions ofTheorem 8 are automatially satis�es. The assertion follows diretly from thattheorem and the estimate on �Rn;�(Fq) given in Corollary 2.Theorem 9. Assume that H; g and q are as above and set F to be a q-loss lassassoiated with H and g. Then, there is an absolute onstant C suh that forevery 0 < "; Æ < 1 and every probability measure �,Pr(supf2F jE�n f � E�f j � ")� Æ ;provided that n � Cmax�ravC"=q(H); "�2 log 1=Æ	.4.5 Appliation: Smooth FuntionsLet 
 � Rd and set X to be the Sobolev spae W k;20 (
). Assume that k > d=2and that H � B(X). By the estimates on the Rademaher averages establishedin (5) one may obtain the GC sample omplexity estimates for Fq .Theorem 10. Let H � B�W k;20 (
)� and �x some g suh that kgk1 � 1. Then,Sq�"; Æ; g; onv(H)�� Cq;
"2 log 1Æ ;where Cq;
 is a onstant whih depends only on q and 
.



4.6 Appliation: Classes with Polynomial Fat-Shattering DimensionThe most important appliation of the theory presented here is a onsiderableimprovement we in the GC sample omplexity for lasses with polynomial fat-shattering dimension:Theorem 11. Let H be a lass of funtions whose range in ontained in [0; 1℄,suh that fat"(H) � "�p for some p > 0. Then, for every 1 � q <1 there areonstants Cp;q; , whih depend only on p; q;  suh that for any g : 
 ! [0; 1℄,Sq�"; Æ; g; onv(H)� � Cp;q;8><>:"�2 log Æ�1 if 0 < p < 2"�2(log4 "�1 + log Æ�1) if p = 2"�p log Æ�1 if p > 2 : (8)Note that the best known estimates on the GC sample omplexity were demon-strated in [3, 5℄. It was shown that if H is a GC lass thenSq("; Æ; g;H) � C 1"2�fat "4 (H) log2 1" + log 1Æ� : (9)If the fat-shattering dimension is polynomial, this result yields a bound whih isO("�(p+2)) up to logarithmi fators in "�1 and Æ�1. Thus, (8) is a muh betterbound even regarding the sample omplexity of H itself. If one were to try andestimate the sample omplexity of a q-loss lass assoiated with onv(H) using(9), the di�erene in the results is even more notieable, sine the fat-shatteringdimension of the onvex hull may be inreased by a fator of "�2, whereas ravdoes not hange.5 Gelfand Numbers and SuÆient Statistis of GCClassesIn this �nal setion we present another appliation of the `-norm estimates. Weinvestigate the number of linear onstraints needed to pinpoint a funtion in agiven lass, up to a desired auray. Thus, the problem we fae is as follows:given a lass F and some " > 0, we attempt to �nd a \small" set � (") = (x�i )mi=1of linear funtionals on F , (whih may depend on ") with the following properties:1. For every f 2 F and every 1 � i � m, x�i (f) an be omputed using empirialdata.2. If two funtions f; g 2 F agree on every element in � (") then kf � gk2L2(�) <".The formal de�nition of "-SuÆient Statistis is as follows:De�nition 6. Let F be a lass of funtions de�ned on a set 
 and let � be aprobability measure on 
. A set of linear empirial funtionals (x�i )mi=1 is alled"-suÆient statistis with respet to L2(�) if for any f; g 2 F whih satisfy thatx�i (g) = x�i (f) for every 1 � i � m, kf � gk2L2(�) < ".



If F is a Glivenko-Cantelli lass then the set � (") may be onstruted by takingthe point evaluation funtionals on a large enough sample. Indeed, if F is aGlivenko-Cantelli lass, then the set f(f � g)2jf; g 2 Fg is also a Glivenko-Cantelli lass. Take n to be an integer suh that there is an empirial measure�n whih is supported on a sample Sn, and for every f; g 2 F ,��E� (f � g)2 � E�n (f � g)2�� < " : (10)Set � (") to be the set of point evaluation funtionals fÆ!i j!i 2 Sng. Thus, eahelement of � (") is a linear funtional on F and if f; g agree on eah Æ!i (i.e., iff(!i) = g(!i)) then kf � gk2L2(�) < ". Hene, � (") is "-suÆient statistis for Fin L2(�).Of ourse, there in no need to merely use point evaluation funtionals. Asexplained in [11℄, even from the omputational point of view it is possible to �nda set of linear ombinations of point evaluation funtionals whih are "-suÆientstatistis, using a random seletion sheme. This idea is based on the so-alledGelfand numbers.The Gelfand numbers are parameters whih measure the \size" of a sym-metri onvex set. In some sense, it measures the \minimal width" of the sym-metri onvex hull of the set. Formally, given some 1 � k � n let Hk be a k-odimensional subspae of `n2 . A k-setion of F is an intersetion of F with someHk. The k-th Gelfand number of F � `n2 , denoted by k(F ), is the \smallest"possible diameter of a k-odimensional setion of F . In our ase, the Eulideanstruture is that of L2(�n), whih is isometri to `n2 . Note that if the measure issupported on f!1; :::; !ng, a k-odimensional subspae is the intersetion of thekernels of k linear funtionals, every one of whih is given by x� =Pni=1 aiÆ!i .Assume that we an �nd a k-odimensional setion of absonv(F )=�n whih hasa diameter bounded by �, and let x�1; :::; x�k be the linear funtionals whih de�nethis setion. Thus, eah x�i is empirial, sine x�i (f) an be omputed using thesample points, and if x�i (f) = x�i (g) then (f �g)=2 2 absonv(F )\Hk , implyingthat kf � gkL2(�n) � �. Therefore, if �n is an empirial measure suh that (10)holds, then the set � = (x�i )ki=1 is ("+ �2) suÆient statistis for F in L2(�).It is possible to estimate the Gelfand numbers of a set F � `n2 using the`-norm. This fat is due to Pajor and Tomzak-Jaegermann [14℄.Theorem 12. There is an absolute onstant C suh that for every integer nand every F � `n2 , supk�1 k 12 k(F ) � C`(F ).Sine the `-norm does not hange by taking the symmetri onvex hull, we anprove the following estimates, improving the bound presented in [11℄Theorem 13. Let F be a lass of funtions whih map 
 into [0; 1℄ and assumethat there are  � 1 and p > 0 suh that for every " > 0, fat"(F ) � "�p. Forevery probability measure � and " > 0 there is a set � (") of "-suÆient statistissuh that j� (")j � C;p8><>:"�1 if 0 < p < 2"�1 log2 "�1 if p = 2"�(p�1) if p > 2 ;



where C;p are onstants whih depend only on  and p.Proof. We present a proof only when p > 2. The proof in the other ases followsin a similar fashion.Fix " > 0, and let n be an integer suh thatPrn supf;g2F ��E� (f � g)2 � E�n (f � g)2�� < "2o � 12 : (11)To �nd suh an integer n, we use the GC sample omplexity estimates. Indeed,let H = (F � F )2 = f(f � g)2jf; g 2 Fg and note that sine eah member of Fmaps 
 into [0; 1℄ then F � F � B�L1(
)�. Clearly, �(t) = t2 is a Lipshitzfuntion on [�1; 1℄ with a onstant 2. Therefore, by Theorem 6,Rn(H) � 4Rn(F � F ) = 8Rn�12(F � F )� = 8Rn(F ) ;where the last inequality holds beause 12 (F �F ) � absonv(F ). Thus, by The-orem 9 we may selet n = Cp;"�p.Sine the set in (11) is nonempty, there is an empirial measure �n supportedon f!1; :::; !ng suh that for every f; g 2 F��E� (f � g)2 � E�n (f � g)2�� < "2 :Let G � L2(�n) be the symmetri onvex hull of F=�n. By the `-norm estimate,for every integer k � n there are k linear funtionals on L2(�n), denoted by(x�i )ki=1, suh that if f; g 2 G satisfy that for every 1 � i < k, x�i (f) = x�i (g)then kf � gkL2(�n) � Cp; n 12� 1ppk :In partiular, the same holds if f; g 2 F . Thus, by the seletion of n and �n, andfor suh f and gkf � gk2L2(�) � kf � gk2L2(�n) + "2 < C2p;k �1"�p�2 + "2 :Note that eah (x�i )ki=1 is a linear ombination of point evaluation funtionalsÆ!i . Thus, if k = d(Cp;)2"�(p�1)e then kf � gk2L2(�) < ", implying that the set(x�i )ki=1 are "-suÆient statistis, as laimed.This result implies that the number of suÆient statistis is onsiderably smallerthan the estimate one has by taking the point evaluation funtionals. Indeed,if one is restrited to point evaluation funtionals, then the number of suhfuntionals needed is given by the sample omplexity of the lass f(f�g)2jf; g 2Fg, whih is O("�maxf2;pg) when fat"(F ) = O("�p). Note that when p > 2,this bound is optimal [10℄. Hene, allowing linear ombinations always yieldsonsiderably better bounds than those given by using only point evaluationfuntionals.
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